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~h~istmas
On
Campus
'
**********
President's Tree

Highlights Week

l'llolo by Mike Kirkwood

CAROLYN AXEEN, Louise Schoenheider, Connie Williams, and Judy
Studenski will joif! the other members of the concert choir, the band

Music Groups
Combine For
3 Concerts
The SCS College Orchestra, Concert Choir, and
Chamber Choir will present .
a concert of Christmas music
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 3:30 and 8 p.m. in
Stewart Hall auditorium.
The Brass Choir, under the
direction of Kenton Frohrip,
will begin the concert with a
number of Christmas carols.
An overture by Bizet will be
the next selection in the concert and will be performed by
the Colleg~ Orchestra.
The Chamber Choir, also
under the direction of Mr.
Waugh, will present a series
,. of Selections From the Christmas Story by Schutz.
Concert Choir director
Harvey Waugh will then direct the Concert Choir and
Brass Choir in Phautsch's
"Fanfare for
Christmas"
which will precede two pieces
by the Concert Choir and
College Orchestra, Bach's
"Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring" and the professional "O
Come All Ye Faithful." The
choir will end the first portion of the concert with
Track's ,antiphonal chorus
"Ex Sion Species."
Eccard's "O Day of Greatest Joy,"
Verdi's "Ave
Maria," Gallus I Rodby's
"Haec Dies," . and Bach' s
"Honor and Glory" will be
the next series of songs by the
Concert Choir. These will precede two works to be performed by the Concert Band,
Anderson's "Sleigh Ride" and
Reed's
arrangement
of
"Greensleeves."
The Concert will conclude
with a combined perform ance
by the Concert Choir a nd
Concert
Band,
"Silent
Night," an arrangement by
Mr. Waugh and Dr. Barrett.
Tickets can 'be obtained in
the Stewart Hall ticket office
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

and orchestra to present three concerts this weekend. The girls are wearing the new concert choir outfits.

Carols, Santa's a-go-go
girls and a Presidential Christmas Tree will herald Christmas on.campus this week.
A new "hopeful tradition"
highlights this week of Christmas in Atwood Memorial
College Center in an aUcampus trimming of the
"President's Christmas Tree. "
Thursday, Dec. 7 junior Dave
Vandepas will sing carols in
Ratskeller from 8:30 to 10:30
p.m., and at intermission each
organization on campus will
be invited to bring forth a tree
decoration symbolizing the
group. This six-foot decorated
Norway pine will then be presented to President Robert H.
Wick to stand as a campus
symbol of Christmas in the
president's Whitney House
office.

Throughout
Christmas
week each committee from
Atwood Center will have a
special area to decorate in the
spirit of a specific Christmas
carol.
Tonight_from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m. the St. Cloud Technical
High School English Carolliers, directed by Ames Dahl
will carol in the corridors, and
in the Ratskeller "The Goliards" from Hamline University in St. Paul will play from
8 - 10:30 p.m.

TomorrowChristmas takes
on a serious note as the Issues
and Answers forum presents a
discussion on the question , "Is
God Dead?" at 4 p.m. in Atwood.
Thursd·ay is the official
tree trimming ceremony, and
Friday the celebration ends
and final week begins as students "bowl by moonlight"
from 7 - 10 p.m. in the games
area of Atwood at $2 'per
couple. Free film, "Live in the
City", will be shown in the
Civic Penney room at 3 p.m.
and 7 p.m.
To all of these events the
public is welcome without any
fee, except for the $2 oowling
c~arge.
-

Ball Rolling
A student Senator has resigned.
She resigned because she felt she could
not accomplish worthwhile ends as a
Senator.
Judy Forman's resignation points .
up at least one major aspect of Senate
which needs consideration - reorganization for better representation.
One of Judy's campaign planks last
-spring was to work for better Senate
representation by means of reorganization. ·she resigned because the Senate does not meet her expectations in
many ways, one of which must be the
problem of representation. Problems
such as the Senate is having stem in
many ways from a lack of concrete
_representation.
Senator Paul Ridgeway expresses
that same sentiment in a statement
he made. Undoubtedly others on the
Senate and certainly interested members of the student body feel the
same way.
Somebody needs to start the ball
rolling. It's just sitting there waiting
for a good strong push. Senate, students, anybody? Please get out and
push that ball.

Loss Felt
To The Editor:
The resignation of Judy
Forman from the Student
Senate was a loss not only to
the senate, but also to the
student body. Miss Forman
. was one of the senators who
really tried to listen to both
sides of an argument. Whether on student parking,
teacher 'evaluation, etc., she
tried to get the full · implica~
tion .of the matter and how it
would affect the students· at
SCS.
In her resignation speech
Judy stated, "Occasionally
one finds himself'thrust in a
situation where he or she must
choose a principle worth
fighting for. Today that occasion has arisen for me. Today marks the last occasion
th~t I shall sit as a mem her
of this body." Whether or not
-one agrees with Judy resigning from the Senate, the fact
is that she has reached a point
where she feels that the senate
and her being on the senate
is accomplishing
nothing
worthwhile. I cannot agree
with this ideal that the Student Senate has not accomplished anything for the student body, but I do feel as she
does that at times certain
members of our .body have
made irresponsible . statements and demands.
I feel that one would gain
a lot in reading her re.s ignation sheet which has been
printed by the Senate. Many
points she discusses such as
responsibility,
truth,
and
honesty are ideas worth ques-
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tioning in our minds. One of
her best statements in my
opinion is when she stated,
"I believe in student power.
I believe in a concept of student power that makes the ·
student first of all responsible in that he realizes that
those placed · in authority in
the academic institution are
older, wiser, and possessed in
almost every case with a wisdom that comes only from the
experi~nce of living many
years."
With Judy Forman's resignation, a seat is left vacant
which will be hard to fill hard to fill because individuals of that cailber are hard ··
to find. I only hope that some
insight, some heed will be
taken to what Judy stated in
her address. J can onJy say
that the senate has lost one
of· the finest senators it had,
and that the loss will be felt
by all students.
·
Paul Ridgeway
Freshman Senator

Krueger Wrong
To The Editor:
John Krueger m1smterprets the "lessons" we learned
from the events in Cuba. We
made the same mistake there
that we are making now in
Viet Nam.
We attempted to back
Batista's government, making
it a U.S. backed dictatorship.
There was very little Cuban
sentiment at any level for his
harsh and cruel dictatorship.
The Cuban people were ready
to back anyone who could release them from Batista and

the American capitalist who
held the .wealth in that country, especially the Florida and
Las Vegas gangsters who controlled the gambling interests
in that country.
·
The "lesson" we learned
we should have learned was to
back Castro and his popular
government, instead of opposing him for the wrong ideal. .
If we had not made him so
bitter by supporting _Batista
.and pushed him into the
·Communist camp, events
would have been a lot different only 90 miles off our
Florida coast.
Patrick R. O'Brien

Brutal Display
To The Editor:
Tuesday, Nov. 21st, the
pledge class of Theta Chi and
the other fraternities put on
the most disgusting, brutal,
and inhumane display it has
ever been my misfortune to
witness. In front of Atwood
in full view of everyone, they
proceeded to tear a poor turkey apart, limb-by-limb. They
say man is a civilized animal
but when a score of kids start
tearing a turkey apart by the
legs and throat, and then
squeeze its guts out for fun,
I wonder how civilized man is.
If we tried this on a human
, being everyone 'would scream
bloody murder. Yet when we
try it on a defenseless animal, .
it's fun. If this is an example
of civilization then I would
say a rattlesnake is better than
we are.
Tim Holahan

Statement by Mike Sieben, Senllte President cial for a number of reasons. As one who
President Wick has responded to the Stud- u~ually is intimately interested in a discipline
ent Senate resolution calling for the resigna- case, it would allow the dean to take one or
tion of Dr. Dale Patton, dean of students, as the other side during the proceedings. A comChairman of the Disciplinary Committee by mihee uses more formal fact-finding processes
stating .that, "The composition of the College · than the dean's office. Also the committee has
Disciplinary Committee will remain as cur- more contact with the college community than
rently constituted."
the isolated administrative official and thus
I Sl·ncerely bet·1eve th'1s resp 0 nse o f .D r. the committee's decisions would be more
11 conh
Wick's to be both unrealistic and unfair for stant ·with campus consensus. Fina y, t e
committee can shield student offenders from
the following reasons:
excessive penalties in those cases where adFirSt, President Wick has apparently ignor- ministrative officials are pressured to take a
ed the following joint statement on the procedural standards in all displinary proceed- c.e rtain action "For the good of the univer.
mgs
ma d e b y t h e American Association of sity." .
University Professors (of which he has been
Next, the Student Senate is concerned that .
a member), the Association of American · Dean Patton as the committee chairman
Colleges, the U.S. National Student Associa- would not be an impartial judge since he
tion, the National Association of ,student Per- would usually be involved as a member of the
sonnet Administrators, and the National As- Student Personnel office in disciplinary probsociation of Women Deans and Counselors: lems. President Wick has chosen to ignore this
"No member of the hearing committee who point in his response.
is otherwise interested in the particular case _ Unfortunately,, -President Wick has apshould sit in judgement during the proceed- parently chosen to disallow these consideraings." Certainly President Wick cannot deny tions. This is certainly his perogative. But at
that Dean Patton has such an interest - · es- this time I would like to register rriy own dispecially in those cases where he has put a satisfaction and offer to student who may be
student in probation.
dissatisfied with any committee proceedings
Second, President Wick has mentioned that my own assistan~e-however minimal it may
this decision about the committee composi- be. I believe that the Student Senate has acted
tion is not carved in stone and, if necessary, .· forthrightly and with conviction in demand~
future reconsideration of this action is possible ing that we all be afforded the f unamental
I would submit that it is more important right of a trial by an impartial jury. This is a
to plan for the future, and try to avoid pro- right that I believe it is our responsibility to
blems before they arise.
demand. I do not think this is an unreasonThird, the removal of Dean Patton from able concern nor an unrealistic demand.
the chairmanship of this committee .would reAdmittedly, there is at this time little mysuit in the following advantages as cited in the self or anyone can do to change this action. ·
California Law Review:
Nevertheless, I do not believe that if unwise
The availability of a discipline committee action is taken, we should passively accept it
totally independent of the dean's office fs cru- but rathe_r express our dissatisfacti~n.

episode ran its course should
hang their heads in shame for
their cowardice. Perhaps they
To The Editor:
Last Tuesday afternoon would have intervened if it
St. Cloud State was the scene had been a cat or dog that
of a barbaric bloodletting was being torn apart.
straight out of The Lord of
As for the · fraternities inthe Flies. Such behavior in volved, unless they take imthe novel was understandable mediate and effective steps to
and even excusable, for the purge themselves of the facprotagonists were children left tors that made possible this
to their own devices. Such be- infantile hooliganiim, they
havior by students at St. , should be . disbanded forthCloud State is not excusable, with. I trust that the college
nor is it ea~y to understand. authorities are aware of the
The students in question, re- situation, and I trust that they
presenting two fraternities, know wherein their duty lies.
fought a ridiculous battle M.G. Anderson
over the possession of a live
turkey. In the battle the turkey was literally torn apart. ·
Those who were directly
involved in this disgraceful af- To The Editor
fair have no place in an instiAllow me to introduce mytution of higher learning, of self. I am the president of
that I am quite sure. Perhaps a club which doesn't exist, the
some of them belong in an in- International Club. Since the
stitution where they can re- beginni,ng of the quarter, a
ceive appropriate psychiatric number of students have
care, but of that I am in no been asking me: Where is it?
position to judge authorita- What do we do? When do we
tively.
meet? Who are the members?
Those who stood by and I can only reply that once
did nothing while the insane established, our goal would be

,Barbarians

Help Asked

Resignation A Tragedy
To The Editor:

the Navy and a fellow TexasThe recent resignation of croi:iy of LBJ. Corinally's apU.S. Secretary of Defense pointment as Secretary of DeRobert McNamara can be as- . fense would be a national
sessed as aterrible tragedy for catastrophe. He shares the
our country and as an indis- right-wing viewpoint, is awed
pensible loss to the United by the brass and colors of milStates Government . .
itary generals, and recently
McNamara was narried by advocated the use of lowPresident John F. _Kennedy to . -yield nuclear weapons in Vietbe his Secretary of Defense in nam.
January, 1961, and he is conThe possibility of John
sidered to be a genius · by any Connally becoming Secrestandards. During his seven tary of Denfe"nse - coupled
year tenure in the Defense with the resignation of Mc• Department, he -initiated a N amara as a result of his fru s- .
serie~ of policies . unique to • trations in dealing with the
military history: the institu- Joint Chiefs - thus indicates
tionalization of civilian rule the course that the Johnson
over the military, the intro- Administration will now purduction of the "controlled sue in its conduct of the Vietresponse" theory in place of nam war. President Johnson
the .. massive retaliation" doc- recently made it quite . clear
trine · in use of nuclear wecip- that the scale of groundfightons, and the introduction of ing will be substantially ina host of social reform pro- creased in the future and th.e
jects for use in military life. list of targets jn the ,born bing
His whole philosophy pur- of North Vietnam will be
sued, in short, a course of greatly expanded. Draft calls,
military restraint in conduct for example, have been
of crises, a personal dedica- doubled for the month of
tion to world peace and social January.
reform, and a rightful recogThe President believes
nition that military might that an all-out war against
does not make for political Communism in an election
solutions.
year would serve to tap the
McNamara's · resignation huge reservoir of American
takes on other implications as patriotism and thereby enwell in that it lends perspective hance his chances for reto the future conduct of the election.
Vietnam war. McNamara was
In light of recent events,
the last principal figure in the it is indeed a twist of iron y
Johnson Administration _who that perhaps it was Johnson
consistently urged restraint himself, who, while lacking in
neverthele ss
on the bombing of North Vi- credability,
etnam. He maintained, for stated a truism when he once
example, that massive bomb- said, "I thank God every
ings of the North . had little night for Bob McNamara." I
strategic effect, if any.
suggest the President start
praying to God every night
Speculation now arises as
for guidance for he has tragicto a possible successor to fill
the no. two Cabinet position . ally become a captive of the
On a . list of possibilities ts n:iilitary-pdustrial complex.
Texas Governor · John Connally, a former Secretary of · S.teve Wen~el

I,,

••to provide for all those
interested in the study of
French,
German,
and/or
Spanish, the opportunity to
meet in a room reserved for
this purpose, and to com·e in
further contact , with the
foreign cultures."
In order to acheive this
goal, I wrote letters and Mr.
Levilain made plans, while
various deans encouraged the
project. But nothing really
ever happened. So now
students are · asking why we
don't have a club, and nobody
knows why. It appears to be
an administrative secret. The
whole situation is so frustrating that I might as well hand
in my resignation . But how
does one resign from a club
that does not exist?
'
The International Club is
both needed · and wanted by
the foreign language students.
f:oreign language department,
student affairs, student acactivities, chairmen, deans,
President, please help!!
Susan Doner

Parking Again .

To The Editor:
· In a recent issue of the
College Chronicle, Mr. Guido
Detra, director of auxiliary
services at St. Cloud State,
cited the refusal of resident
hall students to use the parking lot given to them as one
of the main causes of the
_parking problem at St. Cloud
State. Mr. Detra also mentioned that this lot "given" to
the dorm residents had . 500
parking spaces from which to
choose.
There were, however, a
few things which Mr. Detra
failed to mention . One is
that, aside from Shoemaker
Hall, the lot pro'vided for
dormitory students is six
blocks from the · closest dormitory, which, in the middle
of tbe winter, gets to be a long
six blocks. At the present time
the construction of a new 14story dorm has taken a parking lot away from the residents of Hill, Case, Stearns
and Holes halls. Oh yes, the
auxiliary services department
To The Editor:
is aware of 'State's parkinglot
I always thought print- problem, they are aware of
makers and potters had ethics the fact that they are running
:_But.is it ethical for an art out of parking lots on which
professor to sell a student's to erect buildings.
work .without the student's
In talking with students
permission and split the pro- who tried to use the dorm
fits with Kappa Pi? I think students' lot last year, I was
not, and there are kt least two informed that most of the
graduates who agi:ee with me. time the lot was the last to
Name witheld upon request
be cleared of snow; if it was

No Ethics

even cleared at all. In the
spring a good portion of the
· lot is unusable because of the
mud that forms.
I ha\'.e also been warned
not to leave my hub-caps on
my· car if I leave it in the
dorm lot. It seems that the
lot, which has only one light,
. is only scantly patrolled by
the campus police at night
and anyone who leaves ~ car
there is doing so at his own
risk. There are times it makes
.a person wonder just what he
pays the $5 for.
It is no wonder that the
college is having trouble getting students to cooperate in
using the parking facilities
when they themselves are ·
making very little effort to
provide clean, convenient,
lots where students would be
willing to leave their cars.
David Karsnia

Office Hours
To The Editor:
Could _someone tell my
why all campus offices close
at 4:30 rather than 5? I know
that students with 4 and 5
o'clocks could make use of
the -extra half hour. They
could stop in between classes
to sign up for appointments,
rather than waiting until the
next ' day. I would like to
know if the offices are closed
for financial reasons or for
convenience.
Mary Craigie

Cramming To Be Thing Of Past
Editor's Note: Cheer up! All the
problems of finals may vanish if y ou
can stay here IO more years.)

the "guessing factor" common to most objective exa minations and the possibility of
memorizing answers.
Dr. Fields bel ieves th at instructors should make a number of good exam questio ns available to · students before
· testing, since this provides
the student with · a guide to
the most important points in
each chapter and is a helpful
aid in organizing the facts . ·
Dr. Fields' experience ha s
prov.en that as soon as a student' begins to use his teaching tests as a study guide his
scores go up.
"Students learn more with
less effort using these tests,"
Dr. Fields stated. "I hope
they eventually will replace
the inadequate testing methods currently in use." Dr.
Fields explained that for the
serious student, an examination, particularly one that he
can mark himself, can serve
as a valuable guide to the con.cepts he has mastered and to
areas in which he needs further study:

All the cramming, sleepless nights, no-doze pills and
frustrations of being graded
on the curve associated with
examinations soon may be a
thing of the past.
A psychology professor at
the University of Washing~
ton, Dr. Paul E. Fields, has
de\leloped an examination
that teaches \Vhite it tests. Dr.
Fields' tests have been developed over the past three
years in his introductory
psychology courses. His results are based on 100 different exams given to a total of
2000 different students since
1964.
A manual of tests for student use, keyed directly to the
textbook Psychology and Life
by Floyd L Ruch (Seventh
Edition, copyright 1967) has
been developed by Dr. Fields.
Both the text an.d the test
manua),
Fields
Teaching
Tests in General Psychology
(copyright 1967) were publi shed by Scott, Foresrnan and
Company, Educational Publishers .
In Dr. Fi..:IJ:, · ll.::,, ;ng systern, each question consists of
five parts - a true-false statement and four related multipie choice matching associations. A student mu-st answer
all five parts correctly to receive credit. This method of
presentation eliminates both
1 1
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43 percent. No student in a
class of 362 was within 240
points o f a perfect score at
the end of the quarter.
In the spring of 1967,
when the Fielqs Teaching
Tests were used as a study
guide, the average student
passed 84 percent of the
questions given on classroom
exam inations; the top fourth
averaged 99 percen~ correct,
and the bottom fourth of the
class averaged 62 percent correct. This time, 164 out of 369
students were within 66 points
- or one standard deviation of a perfect score.
''Therefore," states Dr.
Fields, "The average of the
poorest one fourth of the students in 1967 was higher than
the average of the entire class
in 1964.'
.
Because the Fields tests
enable a greater number of
students to achieve a perfect
score, the old system of grading on a normal distribution
curbe is obsolete.
"When students are not
held down by an arbitrary
grading curve based on the
Class average, they are highly
motivated to achieve perfection ,' ,- said D r. Fields.
,
In add ition to rem oving
the tension a nd fr ustration
usually connected with exams,
the Fields tests serve the real
purpose of examinations measuring the depth of a student's knowledge instead of
h~s guessing ability.

Dr. Fields has gathered
data on improved student
achievement in his classes. In
1964, the last time he used
conventional
examinations,
the average student in the
class pass_ed 56 percent of all
the questions; the top fourth
of the class averaged 72 percent correct, and the bottom
fourth of the . class avera~ed
I 1: I I!• Ii! 1111: I: i ! • I 1: I , , : , 1 , • , 1 i

, : 1 , 1, , , i : i

1,

r

j,, l.
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Dissenter Is Only 1 Of 21
Says Senate President

On Patton Reiectioil

Ridgeway: Senate Action 'Harmful'
Student
Senator
Paul
Ridgeway issued a statement
Thursday
explaining
his
views about recent Senate action and calling the senate rejection of Dean Dale Patton
for the discipline committee
"one of the most harmful but
misunderstood actions".
The action Ridgeway referred to is the senate resolution demanding removal of
dean of students from the
college discipline committee.
Senator Ridgeway said
although "I agree with _the
idea that
Dean
Patton
shouldn' t sit on the committee
as the accuser and judge of a
student, I feel that the terms
used to state this were much
too harsh.
"The use of 'demand' ,and
other such terms only makes
the faculty and administration view the senate as a body
which forces ' its ideas onto ·
them," he added . ·
Ridgeway asserted that

"even though the senate is
supposed to represent the
student .body, not all senators
have in actuality discussed
this problem with their constituents."
He said · students hould
take some initiative to contact senators when issues are
being considered which concern them .
Ridgeway explained that
he voted against the teacher
evaluation program because
"I questioned the ability of

Nine student-directed oneact plays ·will be presented in
Stewart Hall auditorium today and tomorrow . Five plays
will · be Tuesday evening and
·fQu~ · ..plays on Wednesday
evening with the curtain time
set for 7:30.

YOUR
SPORTING & CLOTHING
HEADQUARTERS

I
I

-

I

JACK'-S OUTLET

I

27 7th Aye. So. St. Cloud

Starts Wed.

Now For The First Time At Popular Prices
SPECIAL

DAY LIMITED ENGAIIE1'iffNT!

".' ULYSSES'
A SUPERB F'ILM!''
-Lile Magazine

·,

Before Miss Forman resigned at the end of the Nov.
-27 meeting, several committee
appointments were approved.

.

Tuesday's plays are The recting class the opportunity
Bitter Drink, by James Kerr; to try practical skills, in directThis Property is Condemned ing a play.
by Tennesse Williams; Pry-·
mus and Thysby, by William
Sakespeare; The Last Word,
by James Broughton; arrd The•
Agony of Little Nations, by
William Saroyan .

Appointed to the Student .
Bill of Rights Committee
were Syl Reynolds, Leon
Westbrock (chairman), Mike
Sorenson, Arlin Carlson and
Mark Sathe. The committee
is in charge of drawing up a
statement of student rights to
be approved by Senate.
Appointed to· the Vietnam
Emphasis Committee were
John Culhane, John Madrill,
Mary Kay Langer, Daryl Helmer, John Hanson ;- and Arlin Carlson . The committee is
directed to investigate the
possibility of an official week
of dialogue on Vietnam culminating in a referendum on
the Vietnam legislation passed
at last summer' s National
Student Association · Congress.

VA Social Work_Clhief
Will Speak Thursday

i
I

Wednesday's offerings are
Krapp's Last Tape, by Sammuel Beckett; Fragments, by
Murray Schisgal; The Leader,
by Eugene Ionesco; and Jean~ Paul Sartre's No Exit.
These plays offer the
students of the advanced di-

The Chief of Social Work
Service at St. Cloud Veterans
Administration Hospital will
discuss the possibilities of
social work careers here
Thursday.

i

I

Arnold Simmons, who has
worked at the local VA hospital for more than a year,
will deliver the last in a qua rter-long series of · Thursday
Local Affairs lectures at
Brown Hal.I 7 p.m. Before
coming to St. Cloud Simmons
did undergraduate work at
Wake ForestCollege in North ·
Carolina and graduate work
at the University of Tennessee
- He worked six yea rs in
social work at the Veterans
Administration Hospital in
Salisbury, N :C. before being
transferred to St. Cloud.
Simmons · is a · member of
the National Association of
Social Workers and the Acad- .
emy of Certified Social work-

I

I
.
251-4900
·
ill
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!

lB.K&

"I think if you check
back," said Sieben, "you will
see that Judy has consistently
voted in opposition to the rest
of the Senate. "

Nine One-Acts Give~ Today, Tomorrow

.

I

Student Senate president
Mike Sieben termed Senator
Judy Forman's resignation a
show of dissatisfaction "by
only one of 21 members."

Student-Directed

aw:•--~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

student to be objective in his
grading the teacher. " He advocates a system where students woulo evaluate instructors several quarters after
they had them for a class . •
Ridgeway noted that he
thinks the $7,000, allotment
for the experimental college
program "must be looked into deeper." He said he did
vote to send six delegates to
Cleveland to obtain more information on the experimental college programs.

See Us For All Your

BANKING NEEDS

Institute of the National
Association of Social Workers. His Thursday speech,.
"Social Work as a Career"
will cover the evolution of
social work and its career
opportunities, and it is open
to the public without admission charge.

Army Oft1·cers·
He·r·e
Today
_

A selection team for Army
Officer candidates will visit
SCS today and tomorrow in
Atwood Center' s lobby.
The team will interview
men and women interested in
the Arm Service. ·
Lt. Robert E. Moses will
disc·uss the guaranteed enlistment options for Officer
Candidate school with the
male seniors and graduates.
Lt. Mimi Hilvers, WAC
Selection Officer will interIt's So Easy To Own
view senior women.. interested
With A Zapp Bank Loan!
.ers. He is area representative in the limited number of exfor the Great Lakes Regional ecutive and management position s open to college gradua tes as officers in the U.S.·
Army.
FULL SERVICE DRY CLEANER
College juniors wi shing to
visit the South this summer
Save 10% By: Cash
Carry
for 4 weeks at the WAC CenOn Your DR·Y CLEANING ·:
ter, Fort McClella n, Alabam a, and wishing to have
the U .S. Arm y .finance their
senior year in college, could
investigate the College Junior
Summer Training Program of
. Shirt Laundry - 15 5th Ave'. So. - Shoe Repair
the U.S. Women' s Army
Corp .

&

"BRILLIANT, FORCEFUL AND
RESPECTABLE
CINEMA
ART."
.
.
-Bos!~~ Crowther, New York Times

"**** ... A .RARE EXPERIENCE."

-Waeda Hale, New York Dally News

CAESAR'S -

ADULTS ONLY
ALL SEATS -

$1.30 TAX INCL.

Wi•~pu1E2s2oAAv ERE~_; PEJSI s,~:T~HT
JOYCE'S

ses

St1111n1 MILO nHEA • BARBARA JHFORD
MAURICE ROEVES • T. P. M<:K[NNA • ANNA MANAHAN

Every

.

Z.

Delivery

Good Tuesday,
December 5th

~
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On MoralityAnd law

Ernest
Aids
Students·
scs-, Great Britain Debate Friday

position with E. William
Smyth, a barrister currently
studying law at King's Inn,
Dublin. Michael . Sorenson,
senior speech major at St.
Cloud, will take the negative
with Michael Tugendhat, barrister and foreign service representative out of Cambridge
-They will begin at 7:30 p.m.
in Stewart Hall auditoi:ium :
The public is welcome
without any admission charge
- but the public is advised
that it, too, will participate in
this debate. Before beginning
debate the audience will be
polled as to its opinion. Following debate a ..-shift-ofopinion poll" will be made to
discover any change. This debate form · combines official
debating procedures practiced
in England and America.
Judges for this debate will
be Dr. Robert H. Wick, president of St. Cloud State ColA non-profit book ex- lege; Dr. Donald Sikkink,
change, a program initiated dea-n of the college of arts and
by the freshman cabinet last sciences; Dale Wicklander, inyear, will be sponsored by structor of speech, and Q . T.
the Student Senate the first Smith, assistant _prof~ssor _of
speech an&·· dra.m atic art, all
week of ~inter quarter,
Larry Meyer, book ex- from St. Cloud State, and Jim
change chafrman, said that Pitzer, director of debate at
the book exchange will enable St. John's University and Art
communications
students to get a fair price for Grachek,
teacher
and
assistant debate
their used books. Any book
used in an SCS classroom will . coach at St. John's.
The Speech Association of
be accepted by the exchange
along with a statement of the
How come
price. A five-cent service fee
will be charged for each book
one company pays out
brought in to cover the cost
a million dollars
of loss and operation.
an hour?
Books will go on sale the
second day after Christmas
Last year Metropolitan paid
vacation. Students wishing to
out over $2 billion to policypurchase books must pay the
holders and beneficiaries stated price which · will be
more than any other company.
turned over to the original
And two-thirds of this went to
owner upon presentation of
living policyholders.
his LD. card.
Greg Lynch
Meyer added that the Sen331 2ad Ave. N.E.
ate hopes the exchange will be
St. Cloud, Minn.
in operation for a week or
more. Anyone interested in
252-1619
working at the exchange
should contact Meyer in Case
Hall 309 or telephone 2523424.
NEW \ "OllK, N . \".

England and America will
match wit and will in public
debate Friday on the campus.
State will contribute two
of its best debaters. both
from Hastings, Minn., to debate with two members of the
Dublin-Cambridge d~bate
team.
The four will match. efforts
in public contest on the proposition, Resolved: That Private Morality is No Concern
of the Law.
Michael Sieben, a · senior
political science maior and
Student Senate president at St.
Cloud, will team up on the
affirmative side of that pro-

America scheduled this debate
tour for these young men . The
team offered to debate any of
six topics, ·and St. Cloud
State College made the choice
- St. Cloud is their last stop
in a two month debate tour
made on New England, midwest and west coast campuses
in the_. states. Among numerous debates, they have spoken
at the Universities of Hart. ford, Massachusetts, Delaware; Pittsburgh, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota in d dition to
Moorhead, Luther and Parsons in this .i mmediate area.

Dr. David Ernest, professor of music at State, has been
appointed student counselor·
for the North Central Division of Music Educators for
the biennium 1967-69.
As student counselor, he
will be a liason between the
national counselor for the
Music Educators National
Conference and the l O state
chairmen under his division.
Dr. Ernest will also be advisor to these state chairmen in
the North Central Division
and will plan student chapter
sessio·ns at the convention in
Fargo in 1969.

Dr. David Ernest

Senate Has
Book Exchange

.
'

Metropo~!s!~~E 1,i,!~

:. •,:8a
• •,=

?J<eJL 8~u, ffit ·

0pd Oj v\
g)iamimJ [
If lbe enough to you, a
dlamoad from ....

FEILER
JEWELERS.

New . ~ -·----Rat-,icf·Shav~lime...
Its a whole new #Qcf<
i11Sha\/it\g/

win mean more to her. Many
dalm1 are made about
dlamondl, but Ibey rarely

::-~~i:~~,~re
~ diamond■
the pudding.
are olmply the llneot you
can buy or receive. That'•
not a mlaleadlng dalm;
tbat'1 fact! And - can ·
prove II to you regardleu
of the amount you want to
_,11. Inlact, 1et the beot

diamond anr amount can buy.
1bey'reoun

FEILER

JEWELERS

821 St. Germain in Downtown St. Cloud

look for the lime-green can
©1967, Colgote-Polmolive Compony. See " The flying Nun,"' Thursdoy evenings, 8-8 ,30 NYT, ABC·TV .

LIME, REGULAR
AND MENTHOL
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At Joint Meet Here

VGOP Chairman Johnson Notes Republican Responsibility
Randy Johnson, chairman
of the College Republicans of
Minnesota,
said
Tuesday
night that the United States
is in need of a reconsideration
of "the very nature of our
Viet Nam committment and
the conduct of the war."
Speaking at State before a
joint meeting of the St.
Cloud State, St. John's University, and College of · St.
Benedict's Republican Clubs,
Johnson stated that the Republican Party has always
strongly opposed the menace
of ~?Onm~h~s~~rface," Johnson said, "this would mean
that we would 1Jnquestionably
support Johnson's war efforts
in Viet Nam. However, Johnson added that "saying that
the war effort should not be
subject to partisan political
attacks does not free us of
our Republican responsibility
to consider this important
issue."

Now : from , /

VAN \HEUSEN°

In an interview following
the speech, Johnson said he
felt that there is no -reason
why the College Republicans
could not .seriously consider a
"dove" plank on Viet Nam at
their state convention next
spring. In fact, , Johnson's
home school, Macalester College, is already preparing such
a proposal to present to the
International Affairs Platform Committee at the CR's
Issues Conference in Febryary.

In his speech Johnson outlined Viet Nam and po verty as
the two gravest iss-ues facing
the U.S; today . On poverty
Johnson stated that this
summer's race riots brought
this problem to the forefront
of national attention.
"The root of the problem
as I see it," Johnson said, "is
to somehow convince alienated minority group IJ1embers that they too have a
stake in society."
"Few people will move to

destroy something in which
they have a part;" he said.
Johnson left the door_ open
for a guaranteed annual income as a possible solution to
this problem, and called it a
proposal "worth serious Republican consideration."
\'If our party is to regain
majority-party status," Johnson continued, "to become a
truly effective p9litical force,
we must discard our stereotypes and stale ideas.
"We, as the college stu-

dents can recognize and anticipate areas of concern,"
Johnson concluded, saying
that he was hopeful that
"practical, pragmatic proposals, advanced by College
Republicans, will point the
way to future Republican
election victories to return
th e Republican party to
majority st atus, to the improvement in the quality of
life of the American people,
and to the extension of freedom to the people of the
world."

Calls Library 'Centennial Hall'

College Board Names New Buildings
Four new buildings on the
campus were officially named
by the Minnesota State College Board at its· regular meeting Nov. 20.
. .
The new $2.5 million fine
arts building which is scheduled for occupancy by the end
of .this spring quarter, will be
officially called the Performing Arts Building. Located
directly west of the student
center, the Performing Arts
Building will include two
theatres, a recital hall and
facilities
for
educational
radio and closed circuit television production and transmission in addition to the ed. ucational facilities for the
· resident departments.
Performing Arts Building
will house the department of
music, speech and ·dramatic
art. The state provided approximately two-thirds of the
funds for this construction
project, the remainder being
supplied by the federal government.
The new $3 .8 million library will be officially called
Centennial Hall, Learning Re-

sources Center. Named by the Stewart Hall overlooking the
Minnesota
State
College
M ississippi . This $1,026,782
Board to commemorate St.
investment is , a three-story
Cloud State College's cenbrick structure with 21 classtennial year in 1969, the new
rooms, four seminar rooms
library is expected to open in
and 33 offices .
Sherburne Student Resithe summer of 1969. It will be
located in the center of a four- , dence was the name officially
designated for the 14 story
building circle composed of
high rise residence hall comAtwood Memorial College
center, the Performing Arts
plex currently under construcBuilding, Headley and Brown
tion on the riorth end of the
Halls. Ground is scheduled to
campus. This 500 bed dormibe broken for construction on
tory will be the tallest buildthis library-learning resource
ing in St. Cloud.
complex in May 1968.
Added features in this high
The School of Business is • rise development will be three
already under construction high speed elevators, carpeted
and is situated southeast of corridors, living study rooms,

telephones and a waling tunnel connecting the building
with other residence halls in
the complex and with Garvey
Commons, the food service
. facility.
Except for Centennial Hall
all buildings are curre.ntly
under construction and expected to be . ready for occupancy in time for the beginning of the college's centennial year next fall. "The only
block I can foresee delaying
our schedule is current or
pending strikes," says Howard Wal ton, director of
campus planning.

Halenbeck Recreation Is This Weekend
The weekend before final
exams, Halenbeck facilities
will be available from 9:30
a.ni. to 5 p.m . Saturday and
from 1:30 to 5 p.m. Sunday.
The pool will be open from 2
to 4 p.m. both days.
The winter quarter recreatiop. program will begin Jan.

5. Plans include extended recreation periods on Monday
and Friday evenings as well
as the· regularly scheduled
weekend hours. Halenbeck
Hall facilities will be used as
often as possible, said Mr.
Kent. When Halenbeck Hall
is used for intercollegiate

schedule is subject to change,
but advance notice will be
given when deviations occur.

Charlatan Is
On Sale Now

Charlatan, literary maga. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . athletics, the program will be zine edited by Mr. James Anscheduled for Eastman Hall.
derson of the English departA complete recreation . ment at SCS, wiU be on sale
schedule will be published in Atwood this week. Five
early wjnter quarter. The hundred .,copies will be avail9
able at $1 per copy.
.
·1
New-man Adds
·
·
Charlatan
is
sent
to
major
I . (2-piece Suit. Oress~s. Light Coats) I
colleges : and
universities
Masses Friday
f!!l!.!"~".!:,_-f!!-;_Sa!;_ - - - -- I
throughout
the
United
States.
Masses for the feast of the
Immaculate Conception at For more information or for
- Newman Center will be at additional copies contact
Terry Akenson, AB0G, At8 and 1 a.m., noori, and 3,
13 So. 7th Ave.
wood.
Next to the 1~t American National Bank
4, 5, and 8:30 p.m.

STUDENT SPECIAL

,---------- ------sl~ 2LongGarments - :·
!- ~ -

.ONE -HOUR CUSTOM CARE

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

MEN'S COLOGNE
AND AFTER SHAVE

the FIRST
to LAST
Cologne from $3.50
After Shave from $3.00
Now in special
Holiday Gift Sets.

. HOURS: 8:30 - 5:30 -

th€ROA0GO€S€V€ROn
·~

Tues. - Sat.

APPOINTMENT CAN° BE MADE
CALL 255-2292
RUSS TIDD and DAN THIELMAN

a sonq c cle . . music sy
OonalO.swann -·· poems

SAM'S PIZZA PALACE
Now the songs of Frodo, Bilbo, Sam Treebeard and
Tom Bombadil can be sung or played by all. Donald
'--'·--, Swann, of Flanders and Swann, has, with the assist•
ance and encouragement of Professor Tolkien, set
seven songs from The lord of The Rings to music.
Each song may be sung individually or taken together
as a group to form a song cycle. The arrangements
are for piano or voice and guitar symbols are given •
. $3.95

poems anb sonc;s o~ mt<)bl€ €c\Rth
READ BY J.R.R. TOLKIEN
For his first venture into the recording world Professor
Tolkien has chosen to read from the delightful poems
of Tom Bombadil . On the reverse side William Elvin
sings the songs from The Road Goes Ever On with
Donald Swann at the piano. This record is a must.
Caedmon Record nc 1231
$5.95
Available at your college booksto re
.
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY

HOURS
4:00 p.m. - 2:30 a.m. Daily

NEWLY REMODELED

THIS WEEK LET'S TRY

I-

PEPPERONI
Ravioli Dinners - Spaghetti 8t Meatballs · ·
Orders To Tal<ti'"Out
-. ·
1& N. 7th Ave. Tel. 252-4540

I

r,.
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In Business, Education, lndustrv. SLA

-

SCS Offers 54 Winter Evening Courses
AdministraSt. Cloud State will offer tion; Methods for Coopera- Librarianship;
54 evening courses on campus tive Programs, and Marketing tion of Information· Media;
Audiovisual materials and
winter quarter.
Although and General Business.
of
Instruction;
inost courses are in education,
The school of Education Methods
some are also offered in the will offer Development Read- Bibliography and Reference;
Institute of Industrial Educa- ing II; Analysis and Correc- · Reading Guidance for Childtion and Technology, School tion of Reading Disabilities; ren; Preparation of Inforof Arts and Sciences and the Practice in Analysis of Read- mation Media; Personnel
School of Business.
ing Disabilities; I ntroducation Psychology; Psychological Research ;
Elementary Measurement; Psychology in
In a completely new even- to
ing cou~se registration pro- Science; Elementary Social Human Affairs; Theories of
cedure mail registration for Studies; Elementary Arithme- Lear.ning; Statistical Methods;
these courses should be com- tic; Teaching of Reading; Research Planning Seminar
pleted by Dec. 15. Otherwise, Elementary Curriculum; Sec- on Research Reporting, and
registration still is possible ondary Curriculum; Second- Small Group Counseling Pr~the first night of classes when ary School Principalship; Jun- cess.
The Institute of Industrial
winter quarter begins Jan. 2. ior High School Education
·
Education and Technology
Class tuition is $5 per credit · Seminary.
Elementary School Ad- will offer; Electronics Techhour for undergraduate residents, $7 per credit hour for ministration; Introduction to nology I; Modern Technology
graduate
resident
credit.
There is also a $7.50 Student
activity fee per quarter and a
$2.50 student union fee.
The School of Arts and
Sciences will offer Ceramics I
and II; Human Biology;
Methods for Teaching Sciences;
Chemistry
Seminary;
Chemistry Methods and Ma. terials for Teaching Sciences;
Economic Workshop; Study
Language II; History of Literary Theory and Criticism;
English Writers of the 18th
Century; Huma·n Geography;
Climatology; Choral Aranging; Existentialism; Physics
Methods and Materials for
Teaching Sciences; Courts
and Civil Rights; and Recent
Trends in the Teaching of
Social Studies.
The· School of Business
will offer Accounting II; .
Business for General Educa-

and Civilization; Electronics
Technology, and Technology
and Man .
Further information and
registration can be handled
through the Office of Admissions and Records, St. Cloud

State College. Students who
register the first night of
class run the risk of having
classes closed . Registra,tion
the opening week of class will
be from 5-6 p.m. in Room 101
Stewart Hall.

Augsburg Trip Open To All
The
Physical
Science
Club invites interested students to sign up on 3rd floor
Brown Hall bulletin board for
a trip to Augsburg College on
Thurs.day, December 7. The
group will be attending a lectun~ sponsored by the American Chemical Society on the
topic "Synthesis of Peptides

on solid supports.-" The
speaker id Dr. R.B. Merrifield
who is a pioneer in this field
of solid phase peptide synthesis.
The cost will be 50c . per
student; payable upon leaving
Thursday evening at 5:45 p.m.
from the Brown Hall auditorium lobby.

Get

your
bumblebee
degree

..

f}on't
trust
to

luck

Dodge
Enroll in one of three exciting classes. Charger R/ T,
Coronet R/ T, or Dart GTSport Each has its own distinctive sporty style, but all three have a lot in-common. Like automatic transmissions, wide-tread red
- line tires, special Jiandling packages, and a long list
of other standard and optional features.

.. . when buying fine jewelry. l(now
your jeweler. . ."and know him well
by the emblem only selected, professionally trained jewelry experts
may display - that of the American
Gem Society. This proves your
jeweler cared enough about hi•s
reputation to undertake a study of
diamonds and colored stones. It
also means, that you receive full
value for every purchase you
make at a Member American Gem
Society store.

It S.V.11111 AftllH Soutla

n. a.ouD, MINNIIOTA
"Wh•r• Knawl•dg• and
· R•putatia11 Built TNSI"

To add some color to campus, get your Official
Dodge Scat Pack Jacket in the official "Dodge Red"
·
Color-with the
authentic embroidered "bumblebee" design on .
front and back.
Send for yours
today .

.To help you make the grade, the standard engines
for the Scat Pack include a 340~cu .- in . V8 for the
Dart GTS. And .for Charger R/ T and Coronet R/ T, a
440 Magnum V8. Or for a more accelerated course,
you can order the optional 426 Hemi.

r------------------,

l

MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY@

f°i=~:

0

CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORIITlllll

FILL OUT AND MAIL TO:

I Hughes-Hatcher-Suffrin, 1133 Shelby at State,

I
I

All three members of the Scat Pack offer distinguishing marks at no extra cost. Bold bumble.bee
stripes wrapped around the rear. Or Rallye stripes
along the side. Or if you prefer to be a little more
modest, no stripes at all. It's your choice. Ready for
class? With the Scat Pack, you've got it. Why not sign
up at your nearby Dodge Dealer's and get your
Bumblebee Degree, today?

Detroit, Michigan 48226. Attn .: Mr. Gus Anton .

Enclo sed is a check or money order ( made payable to
I Hu ghes- Hatcher•S uffrin ) for$
. to cover cost of
- - · ____ Jackets at $9.95 each. Available sizes: S, M,
I L, XL, XXL. (Add 4% sales tax for delivery in Michigan. )

I
I ~;i_me . _ __

.

Size

I

1 ~_ddress .. .

l City

State

Zip

L------------------~
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Orcutt Gets -v1STA Education
,
homa. H~ has six months left · other city ghettos.
"Every VISTA volunteer
to serve.
Along with 52 VISTA re- is invited to a troublespot by
cruits, last June Orcutt began the governor of the state and
a six week training course at by the mayor of the city,"
the University of Oklahoma said Orcutt. "In most cases
in Norman to prepare for the there are government agencies
to help these people. But the
. .- - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - • face
"cultural
shock"
would . people have no way of getting
for this
yearthey
of service
to America's disaqvantaged. plugged into the right govOnly 38 successfully com- ernment bureau. That's part
pleted that course, and 17 of of our job," says Orcutt. "A .
those ended up in Orcutt's great deal of our job is · putTulsa ghetto. Others went to ting the community in touch
work in migrant camps, on with the government that is
Indian reservations, and in supposed to serve them."
William Orcutt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Orcut of Austin, is an SCS dropout. And glad of it.
Last June Orcutt, a graduate of Austin High and
Austin
Junior
College,

dropped out of college to join
Volunteers In Service To
(VISTA). He returned home
for Thanksgiving this week
after working for four months
in the Negro ghetto on the
north side of Tulsa, Okla-

Whats new,.

Pussycat?

As a VISTA volunteer,
Orcutt lives as tl}e people live.
In his case it means in a ramshackle house with a fellow
volunteer and a company of
rats and cockroaches.
And it also means added
personal vocational direction
into 0rcutt's future occupation - special education particularly for the emotionally disturbed. "In the ghetto
you see a lot of that," he
notes.

-Campus _
H appeningsMath Club
The Math Club will meet tonight
at 7:30 p.m . in Brown Hall 137. Mr.
Robert Lacher will be the speaker.
His topic will be "What's so Natural
about'e'?" Refreshments will be
served.

LSA
Lutheran Student Association
President Barbara Mohring will deliver her farewell address tomorrow
at 9 p.m. in Luther Hall. All Luther- ·
an students and friends are invited
to attend. Coffee and cookies will be
served following vespers.

IRHC
Inter-residence Hall Council will
meet Thursday from 6 p.m . to 7:30
p.m . in Atwood's Herbert Room.
Guest speaker Mike Sieben, Student
Senate president, will present ideas
that IRHC might be interested in
working on .

Women's Bowling
A College Center Women' s
Bowling Team will be formed for
the 1967-68 bowling season.· All
women interested in trying out for
the team should report to the games
· area · of Atwo9d at 4 p.m. today,
With a face as cute as a bugprepared to bowl. The women's
team will represent Atwood Center
complete with fluttering
and SCS in a postal league against
eyelashes and ·antennas-Caryl
seven other Minnesota colleges and
Richar~·s Beauty bug- is a
college centers.
For further information, contact
new hair dryer for teen-agers. Its
Mr. Linaberry, games area mansalon-size hood accommodates
ager of Atwood.
·umbo rollers and the controlled
air flow assures unifmm drying '
Quiet enough for telephoneIVCF
talk. too! Choice of orange- .
Inter-Varisty Christian Fellowellow or lime~red at Reg.
ship will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in
$29.95, - OUR PRICE $24.88 . . the Herbert room of Atwood Center.
Gordon Jensen, a missionary to InDecember Playboy
donesia, will speak.

PLENTY! Ever seen a cat
putting on the dog?
That's me ... with ·
the latest. in
smart new
fashions from

Games Area
The local ACU-1 tournaments
in bowling, billiards, table tennis,
chess, and bridge for both men and
women, sponsored by the ABOG
Games and Recration Committee,
will represent SCS at the regional
tournaments in February at the University of Iowa.
Watch for more information
concerning entry fees and sign-up
dates in the next edition of the
Chronicle. For information contact
Bill Richter at 252-7559, Steve
Klaers at 251-2160, or Mr. Linaberry at 255-2278 .

AWS
Open (and guaranteed to be
lively) discussion is on the agenda
for tonight's Association of Women
Students' meeting k Brown Hall
· Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Do you, too, have a gripe over
your on or off-campus housing
situation? How has our new hours
system affected you? This is a women's self-governfng association, so
all students may add gripes, grievances, praises, and plans for action.
There are things to be done, according to A WS officers.

LSA Retreat

Now on Sale!

The LSA winter retreat will be
coming up in January. Watch the
Chronicle or check at Luther Hall
for further details.

Attention Seniors
Graduating'in June 1967

St. _c1·oud Beauty College
912 St. Germain
St. Cloud
251-0500
Opens 8:30 - 5z00
and
.,,t·
.
Evenings, Wed., Thurs.,
· · %-:.,
.
Fri.
_, . . ,.,.,{l, '

With Non-Technical Degree

Consider Career Opportunities With
The uCollege Life Insurance Co."
1. The most dynamic company in the industry, insuring only college trained people, hiring only college graduates.

2. Clientele guaranteed and
provided by "College Life" in
the fastest growing market in
the country.

~. .
..

3. Average first year earn4. Early promotions availabte.
ings of $8,000. Can expect
Promotions based on merit
yearly increase of · a6out
alone and made from within
'2,000. Earnings above this
"College Life."
level limited only by your
initiative. Eight weeks yearly
vaction .
5. Geographical locations now available include: California;
Minnesota; New Mexico; Florida; Iowa; Massachusetts; and Washington, D.C.
~

For The Full Story
on " College Life"
Mail The Attached
Coupon to:

I

Address
Phone

:;;.

'Mr. R. 0. Labat
Manager
1421 - Park Avenue
Mpls.• Minnesota, 55404 ·

Major

~

WIT.
-c:»•

: . Ji1II \ \:

UT APPOINTMEN

.

-=:;:,,,.,

STUDENT TEACHERS for .
spring quarter will meet Wed., Jan-. 3
in Stewart Hall auditorium from 67:30 p.m.

KVSC
"China Today" will be broadcast
on K VSC tonight; Thursday; Tuesday, Dec. 12; and Thursday, Dec.
14. Programming will begin at 9 p.m.

OLDIE BUT GOODIE DANCE
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
DANCE TO YOUR FAVORITE OLD ROCK 'N"\ ROLL RECORDS

=7
l

Name -

s:~~r::aatn~,~;~

Student Teachers

,

PIZZA - ENTERTAINMENT - BEER
Also - Appearing Every Friday Night - Riversiders
HAPPY HOUR: 8-10, EVERYDAY.

TOP OF. THE HOUSE

:J

LOCATED DIRECTLY ABOVE HOUSE OF PIZZA
19 So. 5th Avenue
\
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·Packaged Disaster Hospital' Installed In Mitchell
St. Cloud residents are a
little safer tonight because a
$30,000 mobile hospital has
been moved into a subter. ranean world on the SCS
campus. Or so Perry Olson,
director of Civil Defense for
St. Cloud, hopes.

Hospital will operate this hos- water supplies with purificapital once it's set up," says tion tanks and p·u mps plus
Olson . "If Soviet Russia were electrical supplies and equipwere to unleash its total IC- ment to service the other maBM capabilities with nuclear chinery. Two water tanks,
warheads it could hit five per each weighing 2200 pounds
cent of the geographical area have been stored at Halenof the United States spreading beck along with medical
radioactive material like rain. texts, maintenance and houseOlson calls that $30,000 This eventually could touch keeping supplies.
federal government gift a 75-80 percent of this country,
"P ac kage d o·isas ter H osp1·t - and so emergency centers are
The. campus area currently
al," and civil defense author- being concent_rated on the has emergency space for ait1·es hope th a t m
· case Of perimeters of prime metro- bout 22,000 people, Adequate
. ter politan target areas. The space is considered to be IO ·
natural Or Un na tur a I d isas
l··n th1·s area that th
. e_y can · Twin Cities are considered a square feet per person; sus· · prime target.
tenance will consists of biseven t ua II y supp Iy protection
and sustenance for almost
cuits and carbohydrate nu90,000 people for two weeks.
The mobile hospital on the • trients .
. "The staff of St. . Cloud SCS campus is housed in the
"Our aim is to have a shelbasement of Mitchell Hall, a ter space for every man, womgirls' residence. In . case of an and child in this area. In
disaster it is estimated that six to nine months this will be
local facilities would be soon accomplished,
hopefully,"
unable to handle the emergen- says Ol~on, who S\.!pervised
cies, and a temporary aid sta- the latesti'nstallation at SCS.
tion would be set up in a place
like Tech High School or Halenbeck
Hall.
.
U .N. representative CarThe 200-bed campus hoslos Rodriguez, field director
for the Council on Interna- pital is still in crates ready
tional Relations and United for quick transportation as
Nations Affairs, visited SCS are other supplies • pharmafor four hours Friday in At- ceutical, hospital, surgical,
supplies; textile products; inwood's Herbert Room.
travenous solutions, transfuHis purpose was to dis- sion equipment; dental equipcuss informally some meth- ment; x-ray and fouoroscopic
ods to increase student acti- .equipment; hospital records•
vities in international relations and possible UN programming which includes
MODERN DINING ROOM
finding speakers, films, research, · materials as well as
conferences on international
issues and model general
The general of(ice in Stew- ·
assemblies.
art Hall reports that many
items have been turned in .
Rodriguez is visiting sev- there for owners to claim.
eral colleges and universities
Items include books, jackin Minnesota and North ets,
sweaters,
um hrellas,
Dakota. In addition to his glasses, scarves, caps, gloves .
afternoon discussions . with and notebooks ..Also one girl's
students, he spoke with fac- class ring, initials CMB, and
.
ulty members from the polit- one black purse have been
ical science department and turned in. Owners may claim
to Dr. Orville Schmidt's class items .at the general office in
on Asian government at 11 Stewart Ha!J. _
a.m.

U.N. Worker
Visits State

1

30,000 GIFT
Hospital.in Mitchell Hall

-Call.252-930'0
lur~FAST_
~DELIVERY HOURS

lost Articles
Can Be Found ·

Mon.-Thurs. 4-2 a.m.
Fri.-Sat.
4-2:30 a.m.
Sunday
11 :30-2 a.m.

"I LAUGHED WHE-N MY·· RoO·MMATE TOOK NoDoz"
•

•

I

~

~::t

-

®

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FOR COLLEGIA~s·

NOW A..V AILABLE:

Student~Meal Cards
COMPLETE CHICKEN DINNER

s1.oo

Chef's Cafe·
820 St. Germain
~%%%%%%%%%%%~%%%%%%%%%%+
~~~T-:r-T-~T-T-T-T-T-T-T-TT-T-T-~":"f':'T-T-T-'!"f":' ,+.

t

: ROCK BAND - GO-.GO·.GIRLS
_..·•. . ~ DRAFT BEER
- -- : +
+

*
**
:

*
..

.

*t

_•

*

;

WED.-FRI.-SAT. : 5-2 a:m. -.CLOSED MONDAY
Set-Ups, F-ood: Tues.-Sun. 5-2 a.m.
WATCH-FOR SURPRISE NIGHT
Only 10° - glass beer -

♦

♦

-+.-

SWING OVER TO

i+
*

LITTLE AMERICA

:.

NEWLY REMODELED
.We Cater On ·OIINights!
4 miles'north cit Sartell - on Highway 10

♦
♦

·, _,. '

*
~

• • •~%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~
Jr., . . ~-:r.!r.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-:r.

-writes· P{i:vate J. B., now of u... 1U111",■ \\,
Fort Sill, Oklahoma.

· "No P-ill can stop you f~om
flunking out," I scoff.ed.
"Well, he's there. And I'm
here. Take ·warning ·fr.om· ··
my .sad case. And _
t ake
NoDoz to help you 'stay
with it.''
Actually,;·our young
warrior is rig.ht: NoDoz
can 't work miracles. ·
But it cah help, any time you're
drowsy or tired. For example: A couple of NoDoz can sharpen your mind
and help you rememberfactsat·exar-n

,

'

time, or NoDoz can wake . ·
. you _
u p when you have to
cram late at night.
. When driving mal<es you
drowsy, NoDoz can bring you
back to 1ife. If a long lecture
makes your attention
wander,NoDoztothe re~_cue. ·
Get the point? NoD~z
can help you anywhere, any time,
and it's non habitforming.
NoDoz. The
scholar's friend .
THE ONE TO TAKE WHEN YOU HAVE TO STAY Al.£RT.

..:::.
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Classifieds
PERSONAL SECTION: Personality
Posters.
Psychadelic
Posters
&
Buttons. If we don',! have them . then
you don't want them . Send for samples and list. Madam f!utterfly's Gift
Shop. 4609 E. Colfax. Denver. Colorado B0220
SPECIAL NOTICE: To all engageable women : Wish to explain what I
feel is the best way to purchase
· something which you may have
little knowledge of. Buying a diamond
is a blind purchase unless you learn
all the facts. Call . Paul Buchkosky
Stud. Rep. for Buchkosky Jewelers.
Golden Valley & Richfield.
Call
252-8165.
FOR RENT: Furnished basement
apartment in new home with separate
entrance for four girls at 846-29th
Avenue North. Near bus line. Call
252-0732 . and if no answer call after 5 :00 p.m.
FOR SALE: Kneissl Skis-Red StarsSlalom-. 205 cm . Geze full release Bindings. $75.00 complete: Call after 5 :00
p.m. 252-5057 .
FOR SALE: One pair of Ski bootsKastinger golden K's $60. Size 9 . Call
363-8379 .
WANTED: Clientele to listen to music.
Thursday 9 - 12 La Playette St. Joe. Call
363-8379 .
NOTICE: CHRISTMAS TREES -Flocked or unflocked. Any size. call in and
order at 252 -0616 or come in and
choose one. 204-14th Ave. So. behind
Tech High School. Free delivery. -free
boughs. low rates.
NOTICE: UNAPPROVED housing for
guys. cheap - Call Airborne. 251-5821.
NOTICE: College approved apartments
for GIRLS for 8 . at 327-4th Ave So.
or call 251-3495.
NOTICE: New apartment for male
students available Jan. 1. 252 - 6645.
Vern Westborck.
WANTED: Girl Roommate for Winter
Quarter. Call Mary 252-7397 .
WANTED:
Roommate
to
share
apartment with two girls. Winter
quarter. Call 252 -7328.
WANTED: Girl Roommate to "share
apartment. Call Judy 252 -9254.
WANTED: Female roommate for large
apartment. $25.00 per month. Close
to campus. call 252-0839.
WANTED: 2 girls to share off-campus
apartment. Call 252-9559.
WANTED: 1 buyer for 1 pschedellic
"peace mobil". Best offer - Call Judy
252-0839.
WANTED: College students 21 and
over who are interested in Motivational
Psychology,
f-juman
Relations and
Salesmanship and are willing to make
an investment in themselves. Contact
Kenneth H. Kerkhoff. 252-7247 .
LOST: Billfold in Halenbeck Hall..
Please Return . 255-3575. room 1352 Buzzes.
FOUND : Lad ies Ti mex w atch with
black st rap. M ay be claimed at College
Chronicle office w ith payment .of th is
ad.
FOR SALE : 1958 Pontia c Conv ..
Bucket Seats front and rear. Best offer.
Call Dave at 25 1-9596.
FOR SALE: 1955 Chrysler. best offe r.
Good condition . Call Dan. room 8 Shoe maker. 255 -3545.
FOR RENT: Apartment with in walking distance of school for girls. Phone
255-3442 . room 110.
FOR RENT: Rooms for rent after 6
p .m . Call 252 -2505.
FOR RENT: Sleeping room for two
girls with kitchen privileges in new
home. Near bus line. Pantown area . Call
252 -0732 . If no answer call after 6
p.m.
SPECIAL NOTICE: Short on Xmas
cash? We need 5 GOOD men in our
advertising dept. Five dollars per hour
to start. Phone 252-5462 fer appointment.
SPECIAL NOTICE: To all engageable
women : Wish to explain what I- feel
is the best way to purchase something which you may have little knowledge of. Buying a diamond is a bl ind
purchase unless you learn all the facts .
Call Paul B4chkosky Stud. Rep. for
Buchkosky Jewelers. Golden Valley and
Richfield . 252 -8165.

State Wrestlers Down NDSU 20-10
Tom Haus, a 160-pound
1'!ackage of dynamite from Arlington displayed his explosive skills at North Dakota
State University Saturday as
he decisioned Dick Ovsack
4-2 and paved the way for an
eventual 20-10 Husky wrestling victory.
The 20-year-old sophomore who last year was
mamed the winner of the Dan
Hinkemeyer Award as SCS's
Most Outstanding Freshman
~restler ended his opponent's victory string at 14
straight with the triumph_
Coach John Oxton had
indicated the meet would be
as tough as it turned out to
be. The Huskies' drive for
victory was made even more
difficult when Dave Williams,
starting 123-pound who commutes from Anoka developed
car trouble and was unable to
arrive in St. Cloud in time for
the team bus departure.
Dan Griffith from Morris, who usually wrestles in the
115-pound division, took over·
the 123-pound 9uties and to
everyone' s surprise the scrappy freshman decisioned his
heavier opponent 7-2.
Rich Hans followed with a
9-9 draw with Larry Mollins.
The junior from Columbia
Heights came within five sec-

onds of riding time and gaining the extra: point which
would have given him a win
instead of a draw.
Sophomore Dave Kramer
then decisioned Ron Schmitt
from NOS 5-3 in the 137pound class. The going became tougher, however, at
145-pounds when George Effertz was pinned by NOS
wrestler Kurt Watson. Effertz was leadiJ1g 4-0 going
into the final period when he
suddenly found himself flat
on his back.
SC's Steve Mitchell, wrest~
ling in the 152-pound division was decisioned by his
man 7-0.
The Huskies gained their
composure in the following
four matches to pull the meet
out of the fire . After Haus's
decision, co-captain
Paul
Armstrong decisioned Mike
Howard of NOS 5-2.
Dennis Shaw, a 177-pound
junior from Oil City, Pennsylvania and his opponent,
Mike Andrews followed with
the most spectacular and exciting match of the short season. After a host of close pins
and reversals Shaw - finally
ended up on the long side of
the score 18-10 as the buzzer
sounded.
Heavyweight Mike Rybak

'

_,._'7JlaC__.

TERRY PORTER (32) MAKES HIS MOVE
Senior Guard scored 28 points against Northern Friday

Chronicle Seeks Sports Writ~rs

FOR A NIGHT OF
ENJOYMENT
'N'
FUN

Do you attend a good
share of the gymnastics,
wrestling, or·· hockey meets?
The Chronicle needs writers or
reporters for each of these
sports. No writing experience
STOP OVER TO
is necessary . If you are interested and would like to help
your school and your paper,
drop by the Chronicle office
13 No. 6th Avenue, St. Cloud - 252-6565
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. and talk to Tom Meinz or Jim

PERSONAL SECTION: Carol. be
ready for the BIG trip to CANADA!
PERSONAL SECTION: PEG . L.C.B.
S. is checking you out I!
PERSONAL SECTION: DON is de finitely L.C.B.S. APPROVED . WHtTE
CASTLE hamburgers? Bleeck'! !
PERSONAL SECTION :And now we
must bid farewell to our most popular roommate - James! Take it coolkad.
PERSONAL SECTION: 5th Room mates do come in handy - right J .?
I I I I I I I

.Ski Instruction
Available Now

SCS skiers who ski at
Kimball's Powder Ridge can
obtain instruction from Toni
~
~~
Spiss,
Buck Hill's and Powder
. -:~ ½ii,\t ~:~ ½:... iWf:Q\ 4'f:'il 4Uf:4l ~ 4ifr4l 4Uf:.iA ,..(:ii,\{ 44!:. 44!:Q(W:i4\l44!:Wit 44!:·~ ~:-.
Ridge's new ski instructor.
~
-·~
~
~ Spiss, who instructed for
two years at the Aspen High~
~~~
lands and three years at Red
Lodge, is a former Olympic
medalist, world champion,
Austrian team of 1957-58. He
,, is also a member of Professional Racers International.

.. &··· • ;;.. ,. ,.._,.

.....-. ,...,.... -· .... ,..,.... ;;;..- .....,.... ;;;..- ..

.

.

J·

the symbol of your iove at Christmas

diamond bridal sets
WEBER'S

bY Since 1905

Terry Turner [above] of San Jose,
Calif., working in a castle

· Jobs in Europe

talented

PERSONAL SECTION: Dear Jane:
Won 't you come back to me? I can't
hack sing le-living. can you?
PERSONAL SECTION: MALOHEX
for PRESIDENT of L.C.B.S.

Paape - or - leave a ~ote at
the office and we'll contact
you i Th¢se openings are immediate!

THE SPANIOL HOTEL

SPECIAL NOTICE: For a merrier
Xmas why not have Santa Claus visit
your home or party. If interested. call
251 - 1110.
SPECIAL. NOTICE: Ten
people are coming JAN . 11th.

opponent can step on . . We
now have a better indication
as to what weak points have
to be worked on."
The Huskies scrimmage
the University of Minnesota
on Thursday as they begin
preparations for the Quadrangular Meet to be held at
Halenbeck Hall Dec. 16.

from Anoka wound up the
meet with a convincing 8-1
victory over Herb Schmidt. ·
Coach Oxton is very
pleased with the victory.
.. North Dakota State gave us
a good test of our overall
wrestling ability," he said.
.. They proved their team is no
longer a doormat which
_,,.........,......every

Convenient-Confidential Credit Terms

Weber Jewelry
and Music Co.
714 St. Germain
Downtown St. Cloud
251-5533

Luxembourg-American Student Information Service is celebrating its
10th year of successful operation
placing students in jobs and arranging tours. Any student may now
choose from thousands of jobs such
as resort, office, sales, factory, hospital, etc. in 15 countries with wages
up to $400 a month. ASIS maintains
placement offices throughout Europe
insuring you of on the spot help a
all times. For a booklet listing
jobs with application forms and discount tours send $2 (job application,
overseas handling & air mail reply) to:
Dept. 0, American Student Information Service, 22 Ave. de la Libert
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy
Luxembour
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PlayHamline Tomorrow

Huskies Go 2-t ·Over Weekend; Revenge Northern Loss
After a 2 for 3 basketball
weekend, Coach Red Severson's Huskies play Hamline
of the MIAC conference tomorrow night at 7:30.
The Huskies started last
Thursday evening with a convincing 97-_65 win over River
Falls, Wis., State. Tom Ditty
scored 29 points and Terry
Porter added 22 points to lead
the Huskies offense.
River Falls lost the ball 18
times to the Huskies to help
the St. Clou,d team to the win;
This was the first game of the
season for - River Falls, but
· the Wisconsin team did out-. rebound the Huskies.
Friday night Northern
State of Aberdeen, S.D;, came
to St. Cloud to play the Huskies for the second time in a
week. Coach Bob Wach's
squad topped the Huskies 8279 in overtime in Aberdeen
Nov. 24. This time State managed a 63-54 victory.
The Huskies and the
Wolves both used defense to

lead their "attacks." The lead
changed hands often in the
first half, and with seconds
remaining in the half, the
score was tied at 28. But before the buzzer seunded, Tom
Ditty opened up the Northern defense with a fast-break
basket which went in as the
buzzer sounded. The Huskies
had a slim 30-28 lead at the
half.
The contest remained close
throughout most of the se.cond half. With Northern's
center Tom Schirber on the
bench with a shoulder injury
and State's center Neil Warnberg hampered by fouls, the
teams used the outside shooting of the guards to keep pace
with each other.
Terry Porter, senior guard
for the Huskies, scored 28
points. Jim Schlekeway of
Northern, Porter's counterpart, hit only 13 . Last week
he hit 37 against State. Tom
Ditty pulled down 13 rebounds to top all players in

that category.
Saturday
the
Huskies
stepped out of small college

competition to play the Brad- center Joe Allen, topped -the
ley Braves of Peoria, Ill. The Huskies 87-71. The Huskies
Braves, led by All-American were in the game until midway in the third quarter when
the Braves opened up a comfortable lead. Terry Porter
impressed the Peoria announcer and the Braves with
29 points as his outside shooting kept the Huskies in the
game until-thethird quarter.

TACO VILLA

MEXICAN

-·
TACO '

SUBMARINE

PUSH 52, PUSH!

Open Daiiy 11 a.m. - 2 a.rn.
Suri. 2 p.m. - 1 i. Midnite
532s25th Ave. No .. St. Cloud

Tom Ditty (22) hauls it down ,against Northern .

.Ski Day Included

Sno-Daze Adds Concert

.J,

NICE GAME, COACH
Northern's Bob Wachs shakes with SC's Red Severson.

Theta Chi
Wins Intramural.

Football Title

cAfAhn

DW

Sno-Daze 1968 will be
"bigger and better than ever,"
according to co-chairmen
Mary Piram and Dave Weber.
A new feature of Sno-Daze
will be a · free concert for all
students. The concert group
will be announced within the·
next few days. Ski Day at
Powder Ridge in Kimball will
be another feature for SnoDaze with accommodations
being made for more students
this yar.
A king and queen will be
chosen again this year with
coronation during the Sno-

_One Beverage ·
_ With This Coupon
And

' 50c Purchase Order
Olfsrgoodunti/Dsc.11th

$a8iii8iii8iii8iii8iii8iii8iii8iii8iiiid

,..,·~~~~~~~~&--,e..,e..,e..,e..,e..,e..,e..,e..,e..,e..,e..,e..,e..,e..,tf_

MOLITOR
Illa/I

GIFTS-· DRUGS· CARDS
808 St. _ Germain

St:

Cloud, Minn.

Dial 251-3381

••

V~II'!r
LKPS ·••va,ANC

Home Office: Minneapqlis, Minnesota

Sig Tau's hopes of a intramural football championship
were crushed by Theta Chi a
few weeks ago. The final
score read 4-0 when Theta
Chi scored two safeties. '
Theta Chi reacl,led the
championships by . defeating
Phi s •ig 12-0.
Sig Tau reached the championships by defeating Tau
Kappa Epsilon by l 0-0.
TKE came back however,
_ to win the consolation award ·
over Phi Sig 6-0.
·

I

Ball, featuring the Stan Haugesag
Orchestra.
Another
traditional Sno-Daze feature
will be the competition between student organizations
and groups in snow sculpture
and in snow games
'

COLLEGE EXECUTIVE PLAN

'
f

"THE PERFECT PLAN
FOR THE COLLEGE MAN/''-

Preferred Risi Ute Insurance for
Cal.... Seniors ad_Graduate _Students
COLLEGE DIVISION OFFICE:
916 St. Germain StreetSt. Cloud, Minnesota

. Tellpho111t No. - 251-942 - 25-1-9190

.....

...,.... .._

Or see

.LANCE WITTE
College .....,._■tative

. ,.

$16.50

"I Could -Have Danced All Night"

NORTHWESTERN
I
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Husky Swimmers Meet Expectations; RelayJeam Stars
aiions of · swimming coach
Rufus Wilson.

Optimism reigned supreme
for the SCS aquamen Saturday at the Titan Relays in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin . Despite
compet1t10n
from
NAIA
leaders M acalester, Bemidji,
Loyola of Chicago, and the
University of Illinois (Chica-go Circle), the Husky tank-

3.18:8, established last year Ogren , Craig Pearson , Pete meet of the season again~t the
by Loyola of Chicago.
Blattner, and Mike Malecha Hamline Pipers. This meet
Other encouraging perfor- in the 200 and 400 yard free should produce some indica· Sparking the St. Cloud at- mances were turned in by style relay. Tim Lloyd and tion of the Huskies' strength
tack was the impressive showbackstroke relaymen Steve Lannie Saumer participat~d in in dual competition for the
ing of the breaststroke relay .
Lueck ( 1.06:4), Bob Burs.ch their first competitive swim- upcoming quarter. The season
Garnering first place and
commences Jan. 12, 1968 a-.
(1.07:2)
and John Sathe {1.08) ming meet.
narrowly missing a meet recNext Friday afternoon at gainst Gustavus in St. Peter,
Performance-s
showing
poord was the team of Gary So- .
tential were turned in by Jon 4 p .m. SCS hosts its first Minnesota.
der, Jack Sproule, and Dave
W~odw~rd in the time of ·

men performed to _the expect-

3.19:8.

by Jim Fleisher

The

record

i

Happy Hour

Sing Along

4-7
· Mon. - Wa,d. - Fri.

Thur. and Sat.

Nights

SEASONS

GREETINGS

......,~,...

SWIMMING CAPTAIN JOEL KLEFFMAN
He hit water, not diving board.

Credit is aservice we extend graciously

her diamond bridal set

Perfect·;expressions of the depth of
your devotion ... with diamonds of
flaming brilliance in newest settings.

RADIANCE
. S diamond duetle
with ·superb duign •

$2 4 4·

ELEGANCE
High rise beouty
. in fine mounting.

Diamoncl, enlargttd to ihow be•vty

Open Mon. and

PAY WEEKLY OR MONTHLY
UP TO A YEAR TO PAY

Fri., Til 9:00

• MINNEAPOllS-32 S. 7th Street
• ST. PAUi.--9" E. 7th Street

•MANKATO
117 S. Pront

• BROOKDALE SHOPPING CENTER
• SOUTHDAU SHOPPING Cl!NTER

• ROCHESTIR
25

s.w.

2nd

st ·

•

ST. CLOUD
601 St. Germain

GRANNADA
Impressive styling in

noturol 14K gold . •

$2 78

